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About This Game

The hit match-3 game is back! Join Boom and Zap on their fantasy adventure in Rescue Quest Gold, lovingly remastered as a
premium game with more levels, enhanced effects, and improved gameplay.

Play through 200+ levels of uninterrupted fun as you follow the road to Turnspell Academy and study to become a full-pledged
wizard! However, magic is slowly fading as the Spritelings steadily disappear. It’s up to the twin magicians Boom and Zap to

rescue the Spritelings and save the world from an evil sorcerer.

Match three or more tokens and clear a path while fulfilling level objectives: defeat enemies, overcome obstacles, collect keys,
or race your way to victory! Discover stunning combo spells and summon magical creatures to defeat unexpected foes in your

way.

Are you ready to embark on this magical quest? Save the world one spriteling at a time in Rescue Quest Gold!

Features

Choose between magical apprentices Boom and Zap

Match tokens to clear a path towards the Spritelings

Play over 200 levels across an epic, magical world
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Encounter various terrain obstacles and fight special enemies per region

Unlock powerups and learn magical spells as you progress

Complete quests to find keys, defeat bosses, or race against your rival

Available in 16 languages: English, French, German, Italian, Spanish, Brazilian-Portuguese, Japanese, Korean,
Simplified and Traditional Chinese, Indonesian, Malay, Tagalog, Bisaya, Vietnamese, and Thai.

This special edition also includes:

Exclusive Expert difficulty levels

Unlockable costumes for Boom and Zap

Behind-the-scenes concept art

Beautiful desktop wallpapers

Downloadable soundtrack
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Title: Rescue Quest Gold
Genre: Casual
Developer:
Boomzap Entertainment
Publisher:
Boomzap Entertainment
Release Date: 5 Jun, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP SP2, Windows Vista SP1 or Windows 7/8/10 (Windows Update Recommended)

Processor: 1GHz or Faster

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: DirectX 9 Compatible Graphics Card

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 500 MB available space

Sound Card: DirectX 8.1 Compatible

English,French,Italian,German,Japanese,Korean,Simplified Chinese,Thai,Traditional Chinese
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11 hours in 2 days - kinda says it all. This game is challenging but fun. This game has tons of content, you can craft\/build\/farm
pretty much everything, and the learning curve kinda reminds me of Don't Starve, you will fail and die and come back smarter a
few times, and eventually, you'll get the gist and manage to play a longer game.

The UI\/UX is the weak point, even after discovering crafting recipes it\\s very hard to find what you need and to choose which
resources to use to make them. I would love to see the dev improve this, and make the game a bit more accessible to a less
hardcore audience, I believe something like that can do miracles for the game's business.

The other thing I'd like to see is some more mid\/late game challenge. Once I plant 1-2 tomato plants and they grow, I pretty
much have an endless supply of food. And the still (stone still or solar still) gives me an endless supply of water. Then all that
remains is combat and improving your combat skills.

Last, I'd like to see some advantage to higher tier doodads. The stone still and clay still and copper still do the exact same thing. I
see no reason wasting higher tier materials on this.

Bottom line, very fun game, I do warmly recommend it, but also looking forward to seeing it grow and improve, because there is
room for that.. Hard to decide if this review is positive or negative. Took me few minutes to get the hang of the controls
(unfortunately, no free movement, your tools are doing the legwork for you), and then around 17 minutes to finish the first
room. There is not much to it afterwards - as the game is episodic, and only episode 1 is there, you get the message to wait for
episode 2. Curious to see more, but unfortunately too little content right now to encourage getting back to it. Fortunately the
price is low, although I would like to get more out of it.

For now I will give it a positive, but let's see what future brings. So far it is a so-so experience.. Once I found that this was
finally released, I instantly bought it due to all the beautiful colors and sketches in it, and the skins that this dlc gives you is just
outstanding :D. Fishy AF website at GameGame.org with literally no content (this site is quoted in-game). The settings only let
you change the window size, which you can do manually anyway, but the worst is: it's not picking up my camera at all.

At first I thought the cam had an issue, but going into FaceRig or even just OBS shows that my cam is fine, it's just the program
not picking it up. You can't even set what your webcam IS in the program, so as of now it simply doesn't work.

No feedback from the author thus far either on any of the threads, so it's a clear PASS AND refund as is now.. remember the
saying, if the product is free its charging you something somewhere.
Well this game stole my time. Cool game, it's far from a sim, but it scratches a good arcade helicopter vibe!

As an added bonus, it's co-op and also has workshop support.. I dislike the photo realistic images; wheres the fun in spending
hours on changing colours every second?. I would have had more fun if i put the money up my\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665
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ned to be fixs. They don't exaggerate when they call it hard. I love this game its fun and alot endings. This game is written by a
confused old pedophile scalie with a tickle fetish. Also includes dabbing

http:\/\/puu.sh\/tRrgK\/42c354aa6c.png. Please get rid of the RPG-7. It's a very nice game, although I can see how it wouldn't be
everyone's cup of tea.
The quests are very repetitive, and it's basically go kill x monster x many times - but to me the game is enjoyable and relaxing,
since I can play it while listening to music or podcasts without really putting too much thought into it. I also have to say I like
how the game looks aesthetically, and I do like the character models in the game too. Keep it up, can't wait for more content!.
This game would have been great except for the fact you cannot replay hands to try to get a perfect score. That alone makes it
very frustrating if your like me and strive to get a perfect score at the end. I got the game in a bundle sale so can't complain
about the price but I would not have paid for this game on it's own knowing I could not replay the hands.. Sydney Character
Pack

The Anarchist Perkdeck is a pretty good perkdeck, you can even create a dodge build using it, even when Anarchist Perkdeck
was an Armor-based Perkdeck. The Bootleg Rifle is one of the \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665iest AR i'd rather use an
actual LMG. and introducing Sydney, the youngest heister.

 She can be your waifu too

8.3\/10. Subterra = Subpar

No way is this worth $4.99. I purchased it for $0.49 and still do not think it was worth it. So far I have played two Rpg maker
games from Warfare Studios and both had bugs as well as lacked any substance. If you want a cheap Rpg maker style game that
is short but sweet there are a lot of other options.

  The game felt short as you were going through it like it was trying to nickel and dime you for a next "chapter" to purchase,
which is why I find the $4.99 price tag to be so offensive. It's a wolf in sheep's clothing. It looks like an rpg so someone can buy
it and spend enough time to where they cannot return it by then. Oh and here let us throw in some boobs to get people distracted
for those 90 minutes. Which does not work on me but hey it does for some people!

 The story is save your half naked sister from an underground illness *cough cough* Help her boobs to see the light! You are the
main guy whose name I already forget and you just want to be alone with her on the outskirts of town so no one can hear her
screams. I mean because you love your sister and your parents are dead.. so no witnesses.
  Your sister apparently is a healer though and yet cannot cure her illness. She also has a bow as a weapon and when she attacks
she is punching?! I do not even know who the character is who is in the picture for the game..

Pros- The game was only 5 hours
Cons- The game was 5 hours!!!!

P.S there are so many other problems like walking through boxes, invisible structures blocking your path etc. If I mention all of
the problems it would mean I would be putting more effort into my review than the creators did in making the game and well...
that has already happened so no need to type more. ^_^ Can you say cash grab?

P.S.S But it has boobs.
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